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ABSTRACT 

The wheel of history cannot be stopped. The road to higher human freedom is a 
manifestation of divine dialectics. It is perfectly natural that our spirits want to win and 
triumph. Free will is a divine gift that enables us to walk by many roads. We can go by the 
road of truth, love, justice as well as evil, lie, hate and injustice. Higher spiritual power, 
freedom and knowledge result from evolution of dialectic relations: freedom-necessity, 

consciousness-unconsciousness, spirit-matter, subject-object, truth-lie, love-hate, 
freedom-enslavement and justice-injustice. The power of knowledge is a true source of 
higher level of freedom. Total spiritual freedom and power of God at His apex are 
accompanied by creative process at lower levels of His creation with perpetual overcoming 
the limits of powerlessness at given stages of evolution. Freedom is not an empty notion but a 
real goal of divine creative evolution in Nature and society. The increase of social freedom is 
manifested by enlarging human abilities in a process of cognition and creativity. 
 
Key Words: social consciousness, God, freedom, dialectics, spiritual development, revolution,  
evolution, oligarchy, truth, lie, occultism  
 

 

Our Way to Social Freedom 
 
The higher is the level of society, the more complex are material and spiritual needs and 
relations of their members. The more differentiated they are, the more mutually linked is the 
social organism. Mankind must realize that its future progress does not need destructive fights 
between separate parts but mutual cooperation and coordination in order to achieve a higher 
level of richness and freedom. Not only separate geographic regions but all spheres of human 
activity like economics, politics, science and technology, informatics, culture and faith are 
becoming more interconnected. Social evolution accelerates.  
 
The motive power of capitalism like a fight for higher material richness, profit and power, 
becomes now a braking power of progress. It was significant that the period of high growth of 
capital was accompanied by such philosophies and ideologies like materialism, positivism, 

agnosticism, empiricism, nihilism, existentialism and social Darwinism. All they 
suppressed the human spirit and its needs and Man was degraded to become a slave of 

capital. While Man was dependent mainly on Nature before, later he became powerless in his 
relation to the capital and its acquisitive requirements. The capital increase opened out a 
human desire for higher material richness and power by culmination of material means and 
satisfaction of material needs.  
 
While a period of Enlightenment, accompanied by feudal decadence and beginning 
capitalism, accentuated the role of rational mind, the era of top capitalism led to degradation 
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of human mind to become only an effective instrument for searching useful results needed for 
development of capitalist society with its industrial and technological revolutions. Rene 

Descartes as a founder of rationalism said: “I think, therefore I am” and so he put the mind – 
intellect into the centre in front of spirit. His statement is the inverted and flattened form of 
the true one: “I am, so I think, feel and will”. Rationalism was a starting point for later 
materialism and positivism, which can be expressed by the following statement: “I have a 

brain, so I think and I am”. Spirit was totally removed from the arena. Basic orientation to 
only material and physical needs had fatal consequences – two world wars and temporal 
victory of fascism, communism and militant imperialism.  
 
Spiritual emptiness, accompanied by increasing mental diseases and defects, is often filled by 
various garbage and ballast of culture of brutality and stupidity leading to moral decadence 
and satisfaction of primitive instincts. Degradation of man by mass-media propaganda is in 
interest of a group of powerful people (oligarchy) to execute their hegemony over others.       
 
But the spiritual hunger is increasing and becoming now the strongest motive power for the 
future social progress. Creative people searching for the real spiritual truth, love and freedom 
will become more and more worth. It is a paradox that society, being more complex, 
interconnected and unified thanks to evolution of its economical, social and informational 
structures leading to higher mutual dependence of their members, can at the same time bring a 
higher level of freedom because of increased possibilities for personal spiritual growth.  
 
New discoveries in a field of free cosmic energy as well as contemporary information 
revolution will relieve people from their slavish dependence on material needs. A healthy 
mutual rivalry of countries, in order to offer more appropriate conditions for development of 
creative spiritual abilities of their members, will become a motive power of social evolution. 
Information as a basic source of richness becomes more and more important and free 
accessible thanks to the Internet. Information is much more important than any other material 
or financial source. In the future, these societies will become more successful which create 
better condition for development of knowledge and creativity of their people. Now we can see 
quite clearly that economic and social dynamics is transferring from the declining West to the 
rising East.   
 
The road to the Kingdom of Spirit on Earth is not an illusion or utopia now, but necessary law 
of social evolution of Mankind. It is the road to the deepest human nature. 
 
Material richness and ownership are nothing without spiritual ones. Only spiritual ownership 
is really true, material one is only an illusion enslaving Man. A pervert desire for material 
power is a hidden desire for higher level of freedom. But freedom based on exploitation 
cannot be real. Only our desire for spiritual freedom is true. I cannot be really free and happy 
if people around me are not. My freedom is my power to help other people to become freer 
and happier. It is a great pleasure to enrich others by our own love, wisdom, knowledge and 
spiritual gifts. The more you can give and create the richer you are. Only my spiritual richness 
and ownership I can take to the following level of my existence after my corporal death. The 
dependence and feeling of material ownership can only brake and slow my way. 
 
It is evident that people must satisfy various physical needs in order to feel free but this 
dependence will decrease by increasing social richness. Earth bathes in a sea of free cosmic 
energy. There are many patents and inventions waiting for their application including Tesla´s 
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ones. Material richness must become accessible for everyone in order to feel free. People will 
finally realize that their real happiness comes from their mutual love, friendship, peaceful 
cooperation and direct relation to God.  
 
The main goal to build the Kingdom of Heaven is not a pure dream of Jesus, but the necessary 
road of human evolution and manifestation of divine dialectics. While contemporary social 
structures have democratic facade under the dictate of financial capital and oligarchy, the road 
to real democracy and freedom requires their rebuilding. This way needs no violent 
revolutions as the higher level of spiritual freedom expels any violence. It will be a spiritual 
revolution of society and peaceful reconstruction of its political and power structures.  
 
As individual human spirit triumphs over its material brain, the social consciousness should 
win over material, financial and informational flows. In a human body all flows (blood 
circulation, respiratory chain, transmission of signals in a brain and nervous system) and 
physical functions serve the human spirit. All social flows of goods, services, finances and 
information together with social spheres and functions will serve the social spirit in its way to 
higher freedom and spiritual power. Mutual relations between individuals and society will 
become closer and more dependent, but freer and richer at the same time. Our deeper 
dependence on society will be paradoxically manifested by our higher freedom. The society 
will become a source of great spiritual richness for everyone. A free access to knowledge will 
enable our development in accordance with our free will and abilities.  
 
The dialectic relation between freedom and necessity will reach a higher level. Man will 
achieve a free access to his necessary needs and realize that his own creativity is very 
important for his happiness and freedom. Unlimited creative powers of society will be 
released.    
 
Contemporary society becomes more and more differentiated and interconnected with 
increasing role of information over material and financial flows. Thanks to the grandiose 
development of IT and information networks of the Internet, the role of information 
dramatically increases. Information becomes a main resource for the future social progress. 
While material flows are hard and slow, information is very fast, light and unlimited. So, 
material and financial capitals as lower forms are to be brought under the control of 
informational world of knowledge. Information causes social interconnections to be faster, 
deeper, lighter, freer, richer and more dynamic.    
 
Everybody feels subconsciously that his true freedom is hidden in his desire for knowledge 
and creativity. Information represents the most effective instrument for enriching our 
knowledge and freedom. But it is only an instrument and Man cannot become its slave. He 
must be able to distinguish the useful information for his development and creativity from the 
one enslaving him.  
 
The society disposes of power means which can lead to its final goal – Kingdom of Freedom 
and Love – or to its total destructions. Only the way to higher spiritual power and 
responsibility is acceptable.  
 
The criterion for the truth is very simple. True and good is everything heading to higher 
freedom, knowledge, creativity, empathy and friendship. Bad and false is what enslaves and 
degrades our souls.   
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The fight between the truth and lie reaches a higher qualitative level in our post-industrial 
society. Contemporary increasing pressure to passive consumption of primitive and spiritless 
culture represents a certain danger for the future development. The rudder of social evolution 
must gradually cross over to the hands of wise and responsible people. Then not only 
knowledge but emotional sphere will grow rich, too. The faith will change to the deep 
confidence in God. The Kingdom of Heaven is a society where the law of Love and spiritual 
freedom is the most important. The road to this aim leads through gradual changes in social, 
ideological and psychological climate and restore of human soul marked by despair and 
wearies. The mutual distrust will change in the trust.  
 
Although the Kingdom of Heaven can look like communist society in certain aspects, the 
difference is principal. The main goal of communist society is to achieve unlimited material 
richness, which should be only an instrument for unlimited development of human Spirit in a 
true society. Although communism assumes material needs and their satisfaction to be the 
most important, it eliminates a capitalistic competition as its basic motive power. 
Communism does not want to beat capitalism by the higher level of spiritual evolution and 
social freedom, but by the higher level of material richness.  
 
Social evolution will gradually eliminate the power of capital and subordinate it under the 
control of Spirit.  
 
Mankind became spiritually blind in the 20-th century. Voluntarism and irrationalism in 
philosophy of Arthur Schopenhauer as well as Nietzsche´s nihilism were symptomatic.       
Blind, pointless and un-free will of voluntarism became aggressive and dictatorial will and 
drive for power in nihilism. 
 
It will take a certain time to find a true road. Man must understand his universal connection 
with everything. If I harm other people or Nature I do it myself. Violence against others is a 
self-violence. 
 
Universal Unity as a connection of everything with everything is still the greatest unknown 
“secret” of existence. Everything is reachable for man. God is a true source of human 
unlimited power and freedom. Open-hearted cooperation will dramatically increase human 
possibilities and improve living conditions.      
 
Imperial interests prevail so far and their power comes from practice expressed by the slogan: 
“Divide and rule!” Global oligarchy separates people by provoking their mutual hate, envy 
and brutality, spreading the lie and demagogy, increasing their exploitation, poverty and 
suppression of human rights, forcing them to wars and tragedy. But the real power of mankind 
comes from its unification on the principle of Love originating from God. West global 
oligarchy has made a fatal mistake supposing that spreading the Evil and Lie is the way to its 
worldwide domination. It is just the way to its future destruction as the way to higher level of 
social spiritual freedom is unavoidable.     
 
Let us look now at the history of social and spiritual development of humankind. Dialectical 
materialism claims that contradictions between relations of production and material forces of 
production (contradictions of material life) create a motive power of history. The relations of 
production constitute the economic structure of society, its foundation on which the social 
superstructure (political and legal system) and consciousness with its intellectual (spiritual) 
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life (ideology, religion, justice, science, art, culture, e.g.) are built. At a certain stage of 
development, the material productive forces of society come into conflict with existing 
relations of production leading to class struggle and social revolutions resulting in a change of 
relations of production and consequent social superstructure and consciousness. According to 
historical materialism the social consciousness does not determine the material economic 
existence, but just contrary, the economic basis of society determines its consciousness. 
 
Of course, historical materialism has correctly found real contradictions in economic life of 
society causing its social motions, but did not realize that social and economic evolution just 
reflects much more important evolution of social consciousness and human mind. As well as 
according to dialectical materialism the mind is only a function of human body and brain, the 
social consciousness is determined by material conditions of society and its economic level. 
But according to dialectical idealism, social evolution just reflects and accompanies the 
evolution of social consciousness as well as individual mind on the way to higher levels of 
spirituality and freedom. Social evolution reflects the basic contradictions in spirit: 
consciousness-unconsciousness, power-powerlessness, freedom-necessity, mind-body, 
subject-object, truth-lie, love-hate and justice-injustice. Social and economic conditions only 
limit and reflect the evolution of social consciousness and mind which, coming to 
contradiction with economic, power political and legal structures and life conditions (material 
life), lead to their change in order to break barriers for the following progress of human mind. 
Resistance of material existence of a physical body as well as material economic conditions of 
social organism leads to increasing effort of consciousness to become stronger, richer and 
deeper. The higher is the resistance of material existence the higher the necessary effort of 
consciousness for its overcoming. Evolution of social consciousness is impossible without 
resistance of material conditions (physical and economical world) in which it acts. As well as 
individual mind cannot exist without its physical body with its many hierarchical levels: 
biophysical, ethereal, astral, mental and spiritual, the social consciousness cannot exist 
without its material structure (economic and social system).  
 
Hegel explains the history of humankind as evolution of Absolute Idea or Absolute Spirit with 
its basic internal contradiction “subject-object” as a motive power. 

During the history of humankind evolution of self-consciousness was not a blind process, but 
ruled from higher levels of spiritual reality. Every step means evolution of a certain aspect of 
self-consciousness. It is interesting to observe various nations playing different roles in 
evolution of new aspects of human self-consciousness. In different stages different nations 
(communities) were god-chosen for their mission and leading role in evolution of humankind. 
They performed their missions with interesting consequences for their own destiny. The tree 
of social evolution is similar to the tree of evolution of living forms. All lateral branches have 
been already finished, but the main branch with Man on its top is still evolving. Similar is a 
destiny of nations (societies), which, after fulfilment of their mission, leaved the main branch 
and the leading role was passed on another nations. The basic goal of individual as well as 
social evolution is to achieve the higher level of self-consciousness. So the basic goal is not 
materialistic (satisfaction of increasing and evolving material needs of people) but spiritual 
(satisfaction of spiritual needs – freedom, love, justice, knowledge, wisdom, beauty, truth, 
good, e.g.). The way to the Christ (God) is the way to our deepest spiritual nature, to the 
centre of the whole Being.  
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During a social evolution the leading role of god-chosen nations was always accompanied by 
leadership of top persons representing spiritual and intellectual elite of society evolving their 
spirits (intellect, emotion and free will) to higher levels by enormous effort and personal 
sacrifice being often misunderstood and rejected. But they opened the doors and showed new 
ways of progress for other people. God gradually reveals His “secrets” for prepared minds. 
Spiritual waves of the world social cultures have their rhythm similar to the rhythm of Nature, 
where, in the spring, new ideas and desires germinate from the spiritual seed blooming to 
beautiful flowers and sweat fruits (summer) being consumed (autumn) and conserved (winter) 
often in a form of dogmas without their previous freshness. Every culture, civilisation, as well 
as Empire, has its own growth, bloom, maturity, decadence and fall. 

For example, period of bloom in old India was accompanied with its holistic understanding 
of the whole Being and its spiritual sense represented by great cosmological and human 
wisdom with high ethical principles which were just directly heaven-sent. The evidence for 
this is an unbelievably beautiful literary jewel Bhagavad-Gita with its main hero Krishna as a 
divine incarnation. Being was grasped in its Unity manifested by rich colour variety of its 
forms. Knowledge was not formal and analytical, but holistic, mystic and poetic. Wisdom, 
social rules, ethics and emotions had reached a high level of human dignity. But, as these high 
qualities of life and wisdom (social self-consciousness) had not been evolved to new forms 
because of self-satisfaction, India ossified in its development and its richness dropped into its 
poorest. Now India is waiting new impulses for its future evolution.  Of course, perspectives 
for India are optimistic, because the period of analytical and formal approach to the physical 
world typical for Western civilisation is already exhausted, so the synthesis of rich variety of 
human achievements and knowledge is needed in order to understand their unit source. Also 
economic power and dynamics of social evolution is now transferring from the West to the 
East. 

The period of bloom in Syria, Egypt and Babylon was accompanied with evolution of 
feelings, perceptions and sensations in relation to spiritual magical initiations as well as 
surrounding world. People were aware of relations between macro and micro world. The 
highest Spirit in a form of Egyptian sun god – Re led their efforts to prepare the way to 
afterlife and unification with their God. Construction of great pyramids resulted from their 
high spiritual, but not primitive materialistic, motives and needs. Their self-consciousness 
stayed at a childlike level but they had achieved great results because their souls were still 
opened, perceptive and sensitive to spiritual leadership of the divine Spirit.  

At these times the highest Spirit - Christ was already coming close to Man preparing 
conditions for His physical birth on Earth. Jewish community was the most appropriate for 
this mission. Their hard living conditions accelerated evolution of their rationality as well as 
deep spiritual desire for freedom. They suffered from deep oppression of other nations 
(Persia, Syria, Egypt, Babylon and Rome) what strengthened their will and character. They 
could wait for help only from God, so the fervent desire for Him sprang from their souls to the 
heaven and their prayers were heard by God. Because of their open hearts and minds God 
could communicate with them through their prophets and prepare them for His own self-
incarnation on Earth. They had reached a high level of self-awareness. When Christ was 
approaching to His incarnation, their formed souls and minds were prepared for acceptance of 
the deepest truths.  

At that time also other conditions for the Christ incarnation were preparing. A period from 
600 to 200 BC is known, according to German philosopher Karl Jaspers, as the axial age, 
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during which similar revolutionary thinking appeared in Ancient Greece, the Middle East, 
India and China. This period finished definitely a childlike mythical period of human history 
and started its great self-conscious development and the way to the true history. The level of 
human self-awareness increased rapidly. This gold age of humankind with its great leap 
signified a new spiritual awakening.   

Jaspers identified a number of key thinkers having a profound influence on future 
philosophies and religions like authors of Indian philosophy, Upanishads, Siddhartha 
(Buddha), Lao Tzu, Confucius, Elijah, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Pythagoras, Homer, Socrates, Plato, 
Aristotle, Heracles, Parmenides, Anaxagoras and others.  

In these developments Jaspers saw a striking parallel without any obvious direct transmission 
of ideas from one region to the other, having found no recorded proof of any extensive 
intercommunication. Spiritual foundations of humanity were laid simultaneously and 
independently in China, India, Persia, Judea and Greece. This synchronicity can hardly be 
explained from the viewpoint of historical materialism, but is clear for idealistic approach 
accepting the leading role of Spirit.  

New philosophical systems and religions were formed; in China, Confucianism and Taoism; 
in India, Hinduism and Buddhism; in Persia, Zoroastrianism; in Canaan, Judaism; and in 
Greece, sophism and classical philosophy like idealistic Platonism and materialistic atomism. 
 
The axial age was inspired by approaching divine Spirit being often perceived as a spiritual 
intelligence of Sun God: Re or Osiris in Egypt, Apollo in Greece, Ahura Mazda in a sun 
religion of Zarathustra - spiritual leader of Persia, Sun Archangel (prince) Michael in a 
prophecy of Daniel, Mithras in Persia and later in Antic Rome. Solar deity temples were built. 
 
25-th December, immediately after solstice, was celebrated in Antic Rome as a birth day of 
Sun God Mithras born of virgin Anahita (Anaitis). This day was logically accepted by 
Christians as Christ´s birthday, because Mithras was actually the image of Christ acting at the 
astral sphere, so Mithraism was later easily and naturally included into Christianity. There are 
also some other interesting similarities between Mithraism and Christianity, but Christianity 
cannot be derived from Mithraism, as is based on historical mission of living and resurrected 
Jesus Christ.  
 

Jesus, during His Baptism in the Jordan River, accepted fully the highest divine Spirit (Holy 
Spirit) and he definitely and clearly recognised that he was Jesus Christ - the true Son of 

God, that the Father was in Him and He was in the Father, that their Unity in their mutual 
relation created the highest level of self-awareness (Holy Spirit “I AM”). Jesus came from 
Jewish community, but was not accepted by it. Jews should become spiritual leaders and 
teachers also for other nations because of their highly evolved intellectual abilities and 
rational thinking, but they started to use them for only their own earthly materialistic interests 
waiting for their Messiah which should be the King of this physical but not spiritual world. 
Their superiority became their malediction. 
 

During the decay of Roman Empire the deep spirituality of Christianity with its new humanity 
and ideals became a basic motive power for the future social development in Europe. 
Christianity evolved mainly emotional aspects of human spirit firstly as a collective self-
awareness which culminated in the late Middle Age with a divine Gothic in art and 
architecture. During the Middle Age the individual self-consciousness (I am) was evolved 
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only very little, so people were more receptive for spiritual impulses from “outside” angelic 
sphere of the heaven. In this period rational aspects of human mind were more developed in 
Arabian culture, but Europe was already prepared for its quick leap.  
 

With Renaissance Europe and the world entered into the modern times and individual self-
awareness started its rapid evolution. Man with its individuality became the centre of interest. 
Collective spirituality was downloaded from the heaven into the physical world and 
individual human souls. The awareness of individuality increased rapidly. Renaissance 
represented also a certain return to cultural, artistic and philosophic achievements of antic 
world. Except Man the objective physical world became a subject of great interest. Increasing 
knowledge about the physical reality caused rapid evolution of empirical (sensual) and 
rational aspects of human mind, firstly in art and consequently in science. The great addition 
to evolution of sensual and empirical aspects of human spirit was made mainly by Roman 

culture and knowledge (e.g. Leonardo Da Vinci and others) with their impact on starting 
rationalism (Galileo, Rene Descartes, Voltaire). 
 

Religion in this time was losing its contact with rapid development of empirical knowledge 
and its position in society was changing. Its spiritual aspects and social leadership were 
decreasing and the interest in material aspects (richness) and beauty of life was increasing. 
 
Increasing rationalism and appearing empirical science (Copernicus, Kepler, Newton, 
Leibnitz, e.g.) led to great evolution of rational and logical aspects of human mind. Individual 
self-consciousness of Man was already highly evolved. The previous orientation to the 
inspiring heaven (through angelic sphere) was transformed to Earth and physical world. 
Materialistic aspects of life became more important. The human spirit achieved its adult 
maturity with its increased independence and higher level of freedom and power of a free 
will.  
 

The increased power of human Mind prepared good conditions for higher levels of 
spirituality. But this way was not so easy. Evolution of all basic aspects of self-consciousness 
(sense, emotion, ratio, mind, will) strengthened human abilities to penetrate into the objective 
physical world as well as subjective one. But, after a great leap of Renaissance, human minds 
started the deeper rational penetration into the objective physical world (philosophy, science 
and technology), while evolution of subjective spirituality was not adequate and developing 
only thanks to heroic efforts of outstanding individualities, mainly in the sphere of art 
(painting, architecture, music, literature). Of course, this way had to finish in blind 
materialism, voluntarism, naturalism and irrationalism.  
 

After Roman epoch of Renaissance, the period of Enlightenment, mainly in England, 
Netherlands, France and Germany (Bacon, Hobbes, Descartes, Diderot, Hume, Kant, Lessing, 
Herder, Lock, Montesquieu, Rousseau, Voltaire, Spinoza, Leibnitz and others), with its 
orientation to empiricism and rationalism, started a great development of empiric science. 
Abstract logical and analytical thinking achieved its apex in Anglo-Saxon and German 
rationalism manifested in classical idealistic philosophy of Fichte, Shelling and Hegel, 
materialistic philosophy of Feuerbach, Marx and Engels, empirical and mathematical science 
of Newton, Leibnitz, Laplace, Euler, Lagrange, Young, Joule, Kelvin, Faraday, Maxwell, 
Boltzmann, classical literature of Swift, Defoe, Goethe, Schiller.  
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A great progress in empirical knowledge (empiricism), as well as increasing self-
confirmation, self-awareness, self-confidence and individual independence with its active and 
creative free will started the industrial revolution and building great colonial imperia. New 
qualities of spirit were evolved (rational, active, investigative, vigorous, enterprising, practical 
and resourceful individuality) with a great impact on individual freedom and powerful will. 
Man became well conscious of his own power wanting to test it in his relation to the objective 
world. He did not want to remain a passive subject of external forces, so he decided to take 
his destiny into his own hands. He started to rely on himself and his own power. His 
volitional properties and self-confidence increased. Feudalism had to make way for the new 
bourgeois democracy. New ideals started rapid development of the western world. “Freedom, 
brotherhood and equality” became a signboard of bourgeois revolutions.  
 

Ideals of freedom, individualism and democracy, leading to bourgeois revolutions in Europe, 
became at the same time the motive power of rapid development of the United States of 
America, which, in a relatively short time, started its world leadership with a great spiritual 
and economic power. The USA became irresistible pattern and model of democracy for the 
whole rest world as a country of unlimited possibilities. The true democracy needed ripe 
people.   
 

West Man, immersed deeply into the physical world, increased his feeling of own 
individuality, importance, freedom and power to act initiatively. His independence of heaven 
influences as well as unknown natural forces increased and he became a successful creator 
and builder of his own world. His individuality and power of his Ego strengthened.  
 

Development of rational aspects of human mind in philosophy and science, as well as 
volitional properties in practice, was accompanied with development of sensual and emotional 
aspects in art (literature, fine arts of painting and sculpture, architecture and music).  
 

As music, except of philosophy and science, is my hobby, I would like to present its 
development during these periods. Music is the most abstract art with its deep and immediate 
influence and effect on a human soul. Domination of sacral music during the period of Middle 
Age led to evolution of its ideal forms and laws just taken from the heaven in order to elevate 
human souls to heaven heights. The true music is always inspired from high spiritual as well 
as emotional spheres. Music achieved its divine formal perfection in Bach´s pieces as well as 
unbelievable heaven beauty, purity and freshness in Mozart´s ones. Mozart´s music just 
elevates us to the heaven. Of course, sweet playfulness of some pieces is balanced by a deep 
drama of others (e.g. Requiem). But it is still more a drama of the heaven than a human soul.  
Mozart opened his mind and soul to the heaven, so he could take inspirations from highest 
spiritual spheres. Unlike Mozart Beethoven´s music is already a great drama of a human soul 
fighting for its own individual and social freedom and happiness just here in this world. 
Beethoven´s titanic effort and human pain was awarded by music of enormous spiritual 
power, beauty, deep human feelings and emotions. His music is the most ingenious act of 
human spirit and soul. He downloaded the heaven to his own as well as our souls in order to 
make them free, more sensitive, human and divine at the same time.  
 

Individual soul became freer and this freedom fought by Beethoven´s superhuman effort 
flavoured into the great richness of colours and emotional nuances of human soul in pieces of 
romantic composers like Weber, Mendelssohn, Shubert, Shuman, Brahms, Berlioz, 
Paganini, Wagner, Bruch, Franck but also Slavonic composers like Chopin, List (or Franz 
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Liszt – born in Austrian Raiding, his father Adam List and mother Anna were Slovaks, his 
mother tongue was Slovak, he did not know Hungarian language and his French was better 
than German, Slovakia was a part of Hungary in his period), Glinka, Borodin, Rimsky-
Korsakov, Tchaikovsky, Rachmaninoff, Scriabin, Smetana, Dvorak, Fibich. 
 
Slavonic music together with romantic and realistic literature (Lermontov, Pushkin, 
Mickiewicz, Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, Gogol and many others) jointed naturally to Roma, 
German and Anglo-Saxon cultures evolving high spiritual and emotional aspects of a human 
soul. These facts indicate the future mission of Slavonic nations in evolution of human Spirit 
in social and cultural spheres based on their wide and deep emotional and spiritual souls. It is 
a tragedy of our civilisation that this natural development was abrupt for a certain period 
because of increasing evil aspects of evolving social organism.  
 

As mentioned, every civilisation starts its period of great development in its cultural, social 
and political spheres by new ideals and spiritual motive powers, which culminates in a period 
of bloom, maturity and fertility, but consequently finishes in its own decay and fall, where all 
negative irrational and destructive aggressive forces are manifested. Contemporary west 
capitalism and imperialism is already in its decaying period for a long time accompanied now 
with a deep economic and financial crisis in the USA and Europe.  
 

Enlightened rational mind was transformed into its blind positivistic and irrational caricature.  
The great spiritual force of a free will was changed into its opposite voluntary aggressive 
power manifested tragically during the first and second world wars. 
 

A great evolution of rationalism and knowledge oriented to the objective physical world led to 
the victory of materialism, naturalism and social Darwinism, while high spiritual and 
emotional aspects of human soul were only waiting for their great evolution by Slavs which, 
except of cultural sphere, were not still prepared for their role in history. As a result the 
antihuman totality systems were built in Russia and Germany, because of absence of 
democratic traditions and weak democratic forces in these countries.     
 

Intellectual and spiritual elite was pushed into the background of power interests of imperial 
financial oligarchy. The way to higher freedom was changed into the way to fascist totality 
and imperialist expansive aggressiveness. The two world wars are a great memento and 
represent an experience which should help us to solve the contemporary crisis of civilisation 
without wars. We must awake from our spiritual decadence and start the way to another great 
spiritual revolution by a great synthesis of our spiritual forces, which are now fragmented into 
many seemingly independent branches. 
 

Now it seems that our history is led by uncontrollable blind forces and we have no chance to 
influence it. Sometimes people ask how can God, if exists, allow injustice, human tragedy and 
misery. But they do not want to accept that God only allows us to do what we want, but at the 
same time, He does not leave us without His spiritual direction oriented to higher levels of our 
self-consciousness and freedom, what is seen by sensitive and creative spiritual souls. 
 

God allows us to do what we want because of our free will, he can only inspire us to find a 
true way of our life. We are responsible for our destiny, for our heaven or hell, not God.   
 

Blind materialism and aggressive expansive social Darwinism must be stopped, if we want to 
save our civilisation. We do not need a passive faith in God, but our active trust in Him based 
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on true knowledge of His essence in order to rely on our own spiritual power coming from 
God.  
 

Now Man holds a great power in his hands that could destroy him as well as lead to the 
Kingdom of Heaven on Earth. Post-capitalist and post-imperialistic society cannot be 
materialistic but spiritual. There is no other way. The desire for greater spiritual power and 
freedom must be and will be the motive power, otherwise our civilisation is lost.    
 

Even democracy in the USA is now in a danger because the power financial oligarchy 
increases its dictate and wealth. The fight against terrorism is only a pretext for gradual 
suppression of human rights, freedom and democracy leading the USA to the totality. People 
are fed by a stupid, primitive, mendacious and aggressive ideology and culture, the middle 
class is weakening and its wealth is transferring to the hands of global oligarchy. Similar is 
the situation in Europe. People in the USA and Western Europe must awaken from their 
misery and their desire for freedom and democracy must not be restrained. This fight against 
the evil must be hold at spiritual and social levels without destructive wars! 
 

Slavonic nations must help and fulfil their historic mission. Slavs are still waiting for their 
opportunity to make another great leap in evolution of human Spirit. Old nations like Indians, 
Egyptians, Persians, Jews as well as Greeks, Romans, Germans and Anglo-Saxons have 
already fulfilled their missions so they are now at finished branches of evolutionary human 
tree. Slavs are so far at the main unfinished line. But they must firstly accept and transform all 
results and fruits brought by prior nations such as individual freedom, rational approach to 
reality, initiative free will, independence, personal discipline, self-acceptance and self-
confidence, responsibility for their own decisions. Slavs must stop to wait for help and 
management from outside and evolve their really democratic systems and forces. The west 
Slavs, because of their close connections to Germans, are already prepared because of their 
evolved rationalism, personal self-discipline and strenuousness, but they must, especially 
Slovaks, increase their own individual self-confidence and active free will. Slavs dispose of 
souls with a great depth, richness and width of their emotions and spiritual sensibility, 
imaginational power, opened minds for inspirations, loving and friendly hearts. These 
qualities will become the basic motive power for the future spiritual evolution of humankind. 
 
For Americans the individual success and victory is highly valued, Slavs do not appreciate it. 
Now the success is associated with money. Successful are people which have reached a great 
material wealth by dirty way. In Slovakia and other post-communist countries rich and 
successful people have very poor human qualities. Their material richness is mostly a product 
of their cleverness to come quickly to the big material ownership by corruption and personal 
politic power. Moral and ethical people cannot accept such a success.  
 
Americans do not like to hear about human suffering which is very natural for Slavs allowing 
them to evolve and purify their emotional souls and spiritual sight. Slavs are prepared to 
accept Jesus Christ into their souls. But they must definitely realize their historic mission and 
fulfil it actively in interests of the whole civilisation so the foundations of new society leading 
to the Kingdom of Heaven on Earth are to be built in order the Christ becomes the ownership 
not only of some individuals but most people. Slavs have all necessary vocations to lead the 
new spiritual revolution, but other nations must also cooperate actively because of their other 
highly evolved spiritual qualities. All nations need to cooperate and mutually enrich each 
other seeing that the fruits of their common effort can be used by everybody. All nations must 
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fight not against one another but just against their own deficiencies learning from other 
nations.     
 
Slavs can make a great synthesis of very different and seemingly independent branches of 
human knowledge as products of rational analytical approach of west science and culture, and 
find the ultimate truth about the existence and so start a really true history of science, culture 
and society. The leading role of Slavs in this process is invisible, but remarkable, because 
performed in a form of spiritual service and human help for others. The leading principle is 
the Christ love and altruistic self-sacrifice with enormous active volitional effort of conscious 
human souls to achieve the highest levels of Spirit, knowledge and love.   
  
“Messianic” mission of Slavs in the future history of social and cultural evolution was firstly 
predicted by German philosopher Herder. The works of Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy or Turgenev 
were regarded as examples of the depth of “Russian Soul”.  
 
Ľudovít Štúr - hero and leader of Slovak national movement, politician, journalist, 
philosopher, linguist and initiator of codification of Slovak standard language has written: 
“Every nation has its time under the Divine sun, the linden (symbol of Slavs) blooms after the 
oak (symbol of Germans)”. 
 
Slavs already gave many outstanding and ingenious personalities to humankind not only in 
music and literature. Gifts of the greatest scientific and technical ingenious of the 20-th 
century - Nicola Tesla, are very important and remarkable, although his benefits are still not 
adequately appreciated and many of his inventions and discoveries are still waiting for their 
practical use. Contributions of Polish papa John Paul II into the process of raise of human 
awareness, democracy, freedom and human dignity are clear signs of spiritual mission of 
Slavs.   
 
Inability of west science to find true answers to the basic questions of existence is evident in 
contemporary abstract irrationalism of theoretical physics based on accepted false dogmas 
known as axioms. Abstract mathematical forms celebrate a great victory over the real physical 
contents. Mainstream theoretical physicists try to persuade us that the mystery of the physical 
world needs unbelievably complicated and abstract mathematical models creating mysterious 

virtual reality principally unreachable for our observations (quarks, gluons, strings, ten-
dimensional spaces, dark matter, dark energy, gravitons, black holes, warm holes, parallel 
universes, our copies in these universes, e.g.). We must accept that reality can only be a 
product of their abstract mathematical models and fantasies. The thought is totally oblate and 
schematic. The truth is not important, only money for the so-called scientific (fruitless) 
researches. Contemporary mainstream theoretical physics is doomed to become the greatest 
resistant and adversary against the true knowledge. 
 
Analogical is a situation in other branches of human culture where abstract, formal, irrational, 
mysterious, primitive and aggressive aspects celebrate their “great” victory over rationalism 
of human mind and love of human souls. The irrational virtual reality and technical aspects 
are highly valued, while rational and spiritual aspects are suppressed. A great effort of 
imperial forces is dedicated to erase last remains of common sense and change human 
individuals into the submissive instruments for their evil intentions.  
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Analytical approach to scientific research is already exhausted. Knowledge is fragmented into 
many independent branches, the synthesis is still insufficient and the unity principle is not 
understood and materialistic positivistic approach is still unbeaten. 
 
Spiritual blindness and greed of financial capital for the world domination can lead only to 
human tragedy and so cannot be a motive power of human evolution. Contemporary 
worldwide financial and economic crisis just requires the financial forces to be subdued and 
transformed into the effective instrument of accelerating spiritual evolution. 
 
The great ideological propaganda of financial oligarchy is oriented to saw a seed of hatred 
between nations in order to hide its own responsibility for contemporary crisis. Greeks are 
accused to be responsible for financial and economic crisis in Europe and western world, 
because they have lived beyond their means and so caused their contemporary insolvency to 
repay their financial loans and debts. Now “altruistic” financial capital must help again. But 
the same problems have Spain, Portugal, Italy and others.  The dependence of European 
national economics of financial capital is increasing, so in order to repay the loans, nations are 
required to transmit gradually all their national wealth into the hands of transnational financial 
oligarchy and so lost their national sovereignty. The collapse of monetary system will again 
lead to another transfer of wealth from ordinary people and nations into the hands of financial 
oligarchy. America is now in a great danger not only because of its financial and economic 
crisis but mainly because of its spiritual blindness. The democracy and American ideals of 
freedom are now only an illusion under the strong dictatorship of a powerful oligarchy. It 
looks like American civilisation is already lost. The situation in Europe is not much better. 
America and Europe cannot lose their Christianity, which must be based now on a deep and 
true knowledge and understanding the essence of GOD, Man and the whole Universe with its 
sense. It is the only way how to save the west civilisation.  
 
The salvation of democracy in European countries as well as national and personal freedom 
needs the nationalisation of bank institutions and strategic industry. The European Union must 
be changed from the servant of transnational oligarchy to the effective coordinator of national 
needs of its members. The needs of ordinary people are similar, but just contrary to the aims 
of oligarchy.  Karl Marx has made a very detail and deep analysis of basic contradictions of 
capitalistic and imperialistic society leading to its destruction, but, because of his materialistic 
approach, could not see the positive solutions, because the dictatorship of proletariat with a 
communist party could lead only to non-free societies. The real solution is only a democratic 
society with a direct democracy, not party parliamentarianism, where leading posts at all 
hierarchical structural levels of society are occupied by people with great knowledge, wisdom 
and other spiritual abilities of intellectual and spiritual elite being elected directly. The basic 
strategic branches (mainly energetic and financial) must be nationalised. Only such a society 
can be really democratic and not blind, managed by wise people, where material aspects of 
society (industry, energy and finances) are under the control of spiritual ones (democratic 
political structures, knowledge, science, culture). The successful attempt to create such a form 
of direct democracy made in small Iceland should be an inspiring model also for other 
countries. There is no other way to save Europe and west civilisation. 
     
No blind matter (industry, finances and military forces) but Spirit must dominate.  Now it is 
quite palpable that economic power is already transferring from the West to the East. Spirit is 
prepared to manifest its power in its winning campaign to higher levels of human self-
consciousness and freedom. There is no real power to stop it, only inhibit it for a certain time 
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just by contrary resisting forces. West people should be enough self-confidence and aware of 
their personal rights and freedom in order to stop dictatorial intentions of global oligarchy and 
save a real western democracy. Slavs are also prepared to start their mission. Increasing 
economic power of China, Russia and India is a guarantee that new dynamic forces of human 
evolution have opened the road. All nations will be involved into the grandiose process of 
human spiritual evolution with their specific national contributions, understanding that all 
they create one great unity with its rich variety, so they must effectively cooperate, not fight 
against one another.  
 
Like Nature wakes up with coming spring from its winter dream to a new abundant life with 
new fresh forces, a human mind is awakening from its blind materialistic dream into its new 
shining days of spirit.  
 
Although the first spring shouts of Slavonic soul in the culture of the 19-th century were 
inhibited by returning winter freeze, its evolution continued rapidly even in complicated 
conditions of communist society. Many Slavonic nations accomplished their sovereignty and 
state independence, including Slovakia. The culture and knowledge have reached the level 
comparable to the Western Europe. Now all Slavonic nations are enough mature to fulfil their 
mission in human evolution. Western Man cannot be devoid of his great achievements – 
strong individual self-consciousness, self-confidence and personal responsibility, individual 
freedom, national freedom with a true democracy, highly evolved rational mind and initiative 
free will. Slavs must also evolve these personal and social characteristics learning from 
western Man offering at the same time their own gifts. Slavonic wide, emotional, colourful 
and gentle soul with its desire for synthesis (unity, love) creates the opposite to technically 
oriented West, based on material achievements of science and technology.   
 
Now many western people feel to be lost in contemporary complicated and incomprehensible 
world, Jesus Christ is refused and their souls are hungry and unsatisfied so they hope that this 
emptiness can be supplied by meditative practise of yoga, mystics, esotericism, shamanism, 

occultism and New Age or Scientology practices. But this way represents a great danger for 
human psychics (soul) as it requires active self-consciousness to be shut off in order to open 
the door for very different influences and forces coming from astral sphere to subconscious. It 
is a fatal mistake to think that this is the way to the Heaven, as it is just a direct way to the 
Hell and spiritual slavery. After Jesus Christ was born and fulfilled his mission of salvation on 
Erath, his acting at astral sphere was finished and now this low sphere is mainly under the 
direct influence of satanic forces. Jesus Christ is the Light of the world, while his worst 
enemy Satan is the Fire, so he is often presented as Prometheus – donor of fire and symbol of 
fallen haughty angel.   
 
Now atheism acts mainly as a secular humanism which is quite different of Humanism in 
Renaissance. It denies not only the existence of God but, at low levels of masonic hierarchy, 
“Humanism” is the name for freemasons lodges, where the initiation rituals and occultism are 
practised at all levels of masonic pyramidal hierarchy and, at the highest levels, just the prince 
of this world (Satan = Great Architect of the Universe = Prometheus) is worshipped by 
oligarchy controlling the world and operating in secrecy (occult means secret) because their 
intentions are evil and must be hidden from public eyes. But they are clearly manifested  
through unbelievable mass-media pressure and propagation of stupidity, violence, sexual 
perversities, pornography, occultism, esotericism and primitive culture oriented only to 
excitation of instincts and human degradation, satanic music (hard-rock, heavy-metal, black-
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metal, techno-music), family destruction and others. Mass-media represent a great power in 
hands of power oligarchy which medial politics is oriented to obfuscate and enslave people to 
become only a passive non-resistant crowd. The Lie in all possible forms is the basic 
instrument. These diabolic forces can destroy a human soul causing its spiritual death. The 
more crazy, extravagant, unnatural and nonsensical are the media products, the better. Show 
must go on! Vulgarism and pornography are presented as a freedom, primitivism and 
emptiness as an art, virtual violence as a game and the real violence as a show. Irrationalism 
as well as massive decline of culture does not elevate our souls to higher levels of spirituality 
(rationality, individuality, emotions and creative will) but only to the darkness and 
destruction. This great attack against progressive achievements of human spiritual evolution is 
just a way to the Hell. It is a tragedy of contemporary western civilisation being managed by 
blind materialistic forces. Increasing attack against Jesus Christ (Son of God) and Christianity 
can cause a big damage but will finally lead to defeat of satanic forces, as the way of human 
soul to its true spiritual source (God), freedom, truth and love cannot be destroyed.   
 
If Christians accept Jesus Christ into their souls, it has nothing in common with occultism. 
Some of them can obtain charismas and gifts of Holy Spirit. The Christ Child can be born in 
our pure, virgin and open souls. Christmas in Bethlehem is a presage of Christmas in our 
souls. „I say to you, unless one is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God." (John 3:3), 

„...that which is born of the Spirit is spirit" (John 3:6). 

 

Jesus Christ said that he is the Light of the world. Accepting this Light in our hearts we can 
change our life understanding its true sense and feeling a spiritual joy, clarity, love and 
freedom. The Light of Christ is a source for the whole Creation (Universe), as everything is 
made of light quanta existing in free (photons) or bound forms. Divine Light has two aspects 
– internal (subjective) and external (objective). Internal side of Light represents subjectivity of 
personal God. From the viewpoint of His subjectivity (centre of Light) everything is just 
present and united (here and now), while everything is differentiated, structured and evolving 
(space and time) in His objective created side - physical Universe. The subject-object 
dialectics is explained in detail in my paper [2]. 

 

Jesus manifested clearly and physically to be the Light of the world twice – first, by His 
Transfiguration, where he became radiant upon a mountain “his face was shining as the sun, 

and his garments became white as the light“(Mathew 17:2) and second, by His Resurrection, 
where His dead physical body was transformed and resurrected by His radiant Light into the 
glorified form in which He was seen and met by His disciples. Dramatic conversion of 
Apostle Paul on his road to Damascus after being irradiated by the bright Light of resurrected 
Jesus and hearing His words “Saul! Saul! Why do you persecute me?” „I am Jesus of 

Nazareth, whom you are persecuting“(Acts 22:6-11), was a starting point for zealous Paul´s 
activity to spread the Gospel and Christianity throughout the Roman Empire. Paul was in a 
close contact with Jesus´s disciples as direct eyewitnesses of resurrected Jesus. Resurrection is 
a crucial moment of human spiritual history having enormous influence on development of 
European civilisation as well as future destiny of humankind.  Apostle Paul claims, if Christ is 
not raised „then those who have fallen asleep in Christ have perished. If for this life only we 

have hoped in Christ, we are the most pitiable people of all.... If the dead are not raised: ''Let 

us eat and drink, for tomorrow we die'' (1 Cor 15:18-19,32b). 
 
Let us look at atheistic attacks against Christianity and God´s existence. Atheists can accept 
Jesus only as a man but not Son of God, because they deny the existence of God. They try to 
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present Gospels as only fantastic and untrue stories written long after Jesus time, ignoring and 
hiding the fact that Paul´s mission is based on his personal dramatic experience with Jesus 
Christ as well as his close contacts with Jesus´s disciples as direct eyewitnesses of resurrected 
Christ. Paul´s letters to Christian communities (churches) confirm clearly his very successful 
mission by spreading Christianity based on resurrected Jesus, so it is hardly possible to deny 
an authenticity of most of them (seven of thirteen are undisputed). 
 
The second and, at the same time, quite unfair attack against Christianity is based on a very 
naïve trick that we believe in God because of not knowing the answers to some questions 
about our existence. They say there are some gaps in our knowledge so we use God to explain 
them – it is the so-called god of gaps. No, we do not need any god of gaps. Our God is quite 
different as He is a true source of our souls (our subjectivity), that atheists refuse and can say 
nothing about the nature of our self-consciousness. Unknowing the essence of the physical 
Universe as well as our subjectivity (soul) represents not only a gap but just a great abyss of 
blindness. In my various publications I have disclosed the essence of the physical Universe as 
well as God. The way to God leads through our subjectivity (soul) as well as understanding a 
true nature of the objective physical world and Life. Unbelievable variety of intelligent living 
forms just directly follows from the highest intelligence and creative power of personal God.   
 
Atheists present their blindness as modesty, humility and probity, because they only deal with 
what is reachable for their physical senses, not making any speculations about the reality that 
they cannot know. But this declaration is just a great lie, as their blind theories are 
metaphysical, irrational and far from reality. In order to deny the existence of God, which 
objective manifestation is clear as our Universe, with its all parameters, is tuned very 
accurately in order to manifest very intelligent Life and Man, they speculate there must be at 
least 10500 parallel universes in order to make probable our Universe with its parameters. It is 
funny how irrational theories, being only blind metaphysical speculations (named hypothesis), 
are created by contemporary atheistic theoretical physicists in order to deny the existence of 
God and explain the reality from the materialistic viewpoint. Our Universe can manifest Life 
and human subjective spirituality only because it is an objective manifestation of subjectivity 
of personal God. Atheistic scientists will never accept that our subjectivity and spirituality 
comes just directly from personal God and cannot be derived from blind matter. Evolution of 
Nature and Humankind is a creative and intelligent process, but not blind one as materialists 
and atheists declare. 
 
Apostle Paul´s words: “For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are 

clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and 

Godhead; so that they are without excuse“(Rom 1:20) are quite appropriate for contemporary 
positivistic and atheistic scientists and neither blind positivistic theories can excuse their 
spiritual blindness.  
 
Materialistic and atheistic spiritual blindness as well as antihuman evil intentions of global 
financial oligarchy cannot lead human race to its true optimistic future, so they will gradually 
lose their positions as already many indications show. 
 
During a speech in Poland on November 2012, former US National Security Advisor 
Zbigniew Brzezinski warned fellow elitists that a worldwide “resistance” movement to 
“external control” driven by “populist activism” is threatening to derail the move towards a 
New World Order:  
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http://www.infowars.com/brzezinski-populist-resistance-is-derailing-the-new-world-order/ 
 
Brzezinski stated that American domination was no longer possible because of an accelerating 
social change driven by “instant mass communications such as radio, television and the 
Internet,” which have been cumulatively stimulating “a universal awakening of mass political 
consciousness.” 
 
Brzezinski’s sudden concern about the impact of a politically awakened global population 
isn’t born out of any notion that he identifies with their cause. Brzezinski is the ultimate elitist 
insider, the founder of the powerful Trilateral Commission, a Council on Foreign Relations 
luminary and a regular Bilderberg attendee. 
 
This is by no means the first time Brzezinski has lamented the burgeoning populist opposition 
to external domination by a tiny elite. 
 
During a 2010 Council on Foreign Relations speech in Montreal, Brzezinski warned fellow 
globalists that a “global political awakening,” in combination with infighting amongst the 
elite, was threatening to derail the move towards a one world government. 
 
It is a great victory of God that a dream of power oligarchy for global world government is 
already seriously threatened, so that the way of humankind towards the Kingdom of Heaven 
cannot be blocked by evil forces and mendacious propaganda.  
 
No fight between West and East can be accepted but only increasing and enriching 
cooperation at all levels of human life – cultural, scientific and economic in order to build a 
true democratic and free society. The increased effort of destructive evil forces in our times is 
only a manifestation of approaching final victory of divine Spirit, so a great effort of truly 
democratic forces is necessary to divert diabolic intentions of power world oligarchy (mainly 
financial elite) to finalize the NEW WORL ORDER and global world government through 
evocation global financial and social crisis and provocation war conflicts as according to 
David Rockefeller: "We are on the verge of global transformation.  All we need is the right 

major crisis and the nation will accept the New World Order". Of course, the dream of 
globalists will never fulfil, because instruments of Lie and Evil that they use will finally cause 
their own destruction as their house (world order) is built on rotten base and gifts of their 
worshiped prince of Lie are very acerb. 
 
Yes, we are on the way to a new global world, not NWO enslaving Man, but Kingdom of God 
bringing true freedom.  
 
The way to higher level of spiritual evolution and freedom is not a passive waiting for the 
heaven, but just very hard, active, creative, rational, emotional and volitional effort of our 
consciousness. Heaven inspirations are impossible without volitional and creative efforts of 
our minds and souls. The road to higher level of self-consciousness just needs to combine and 
unify all achievements of German and Anglo-Saxon Mind with spiritual abilities of Slavic 
Soul. It is the way to the highest levels of individual and social freedom. Slavic outstanding 
personalities, like Nicola Tesla, can evolve their rationality, scientific knowledge and 
creativity without losing their contact with the highest spiritual levels as sources of heaven 
inspirations. Nicola Tesla said: “The gift of mental power comes from God, Divine Being, and 

if we concentrate our minds on that truth, we become in tune with this great power”. We can 
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find creative solutions based not only on technical and mathematical principles but also on 
our ability to feel and see by our hearts and spiritual senses. 
 

 
 
The way to spiritual unity is a little bit different for the western Man than for the eastern One, 
who still feels a simple unity of being and life in his soul, because his mind, unlike western 
one, is not still defragmented into rich variety of branches caused by great evolution and 
differentiation of rational aspects of western human mind. So the road of western Man to a 
true spiritual unity can go only through creative self-conscious rational and emotional 
unification of all his rich different abilities in order to achieve the highest level of self-
conscious spiritual “I am” and acceptation the Christ into their souls. It is a mission of Slavs 
to elevate rationality and individuality of human mind into higher levels through their deep 
emotional souls and hearts which are opened for spiritual inspirations and divine gifts. 
      
We cannot wait passively for the heaven, which is unreachable for lazy souls. History has 
shown that only nations, evolving a maximum effort for their self-conscious evolution, 
represented a leading progressive power of human evolution in the given period of history. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Human desire for heaven heights of spirit cannot be destroyed as it is a basic motive power of 
individual as well as social development. It is impossible for Spirit to be a loser, so its final 
victory is inevitable. God brings a true sense to our life as He is the Way, the Truth and the 
Life. Nobody can destroy, subdue or enslave our souls and spiritual freedom if we trust and 
know Him. Victory is ours thanks to our common endeavour. Humankind is awakening from 
a dark long-lasting materialistic sleep and the darkness of the 20-th century is to be replaced 
by spiritual Light of the 21-st century.  
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